Predicting Pregnant Shoppers Based on Purchase History Using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
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Abstract—Predicting pregnant shoppers based on their transaction history and purchasing trends is a challenging problem because of data sparsity and imbalance. Not only are the instances, i.e., the ratio of pregnant versus non-pregnant shoppers, skewed but also is the proportion of the products that reveal pregnancy status. The problem of class imbalance has been solved by taking an equal number of positive and negative examples for training and testing while deployment has been done on the entire dataset yielding results that were congruent with the real-world. In this paper, we use a novel approach that uses deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to handle one dimensional data. The proposed solution overcomes the above mentioned challenges and proves that two dimensional CNNs outperform a baseline LightGBM (gradient boosting framework that uses tree based learning algorithms) model on two different datasets - the dataset based on twenty one hot products and the dataset based on all products by subcategory. The CNN model reached an F1 score of 0.69 on the test set.

Index Terms—convolutional neural networks, pregnancy detection, retail prediction, deep learning, pregnant shopper behavioral trends

I. INTRODUCTION

This work was done as part of a marketing campaign targeting pregnant shoppers for Sears Holdings Corporation. The underlying assumption is that buying patterns among pregnant shoppers is different from others. This research has been carried out pursuant to our privacy policy and hence transactions have been reported as a transaction index and our predictions have been reported as percentages of the total population rather than absolute numbers.

The key observation while analyzing this problem was that the shopping pattern of customers changes drastically at three key points in their life: graduation, marriage and childbirth. This change usually implies a major change in the type of products a customer shops for and hence most likely a change of retailer too. Our analysis (Fig. 1) confirms that there is huge potential to be tapped in pregnant shoppers. It is possible that they are moving to online shopping or other offline stores. The motivation to solve this problem is twofold, firstly, we increase revenues obtained from pregnancy period consumables and, secondly, if we are able to retain those shoppers during their pregnancy period, we increase the likelihood they turn to us for their post-natal needs as well translating to their long term retention.

In this paper we use two dimensional images to represent the shopping history or purchase pattern of each customer. One axis of the image is on time and the other
III. Dataset

Out of the millions of shoppers at Sears some of them have declared their children's birthdays/due dates to us and these are the primary set of positive training examples we use in the model. While the primary set of positive training examples were mothers who had registered with us, we did not filter our shoppers’ data on the basis of age or gender as the shopping patterns exhibited by a pregnant mother could reasonably be emulated by anyone in her household.

The negative set of training examples were those members with transactions in any category except those unequivocally related to prenatal shopping such as prenatal vitamins, maternity clothes or other such products.

All transactions used in training and testing date back no earlier than 2013. We have trained on data from all months in a year to avoid trends based on seasonality causing errors.

The positive and negative examples were taken in equal measure in the training set. Pursuant to our privacy policy we cannot disclose the exact numbers of pregnant and non-pregnant examples used to train and validate the model.

There were two structures to the dataset:

- **Heuristically found hot products**

Based on the shopping trends of the pregnant shoppers relative to their due date we shortlisted a set of twenty-one product groups that contained important information to predict the pregnancy status of a shopper either by virtue of them being associated with pregnant mothers, avoided by pregnant mothers (alcohol, cigarettes, etc.) or being general consumption products (chocolates, chips, etc.) (see Table I). They are:

### TABLE I. Twenty-One Shortlisted Hot Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soft Drinks</th>
<th>Beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal vitamins</td>
<td>Tampons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate</td>
<td>Pumpkin seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptives</td>
<td>Baby products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rootbeer</td>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>Infant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Pregnancy Test</td>
<td>Sanitizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips</td>
<td>Coffee related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice cream</td>
<td>Maternity things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton balls</td>
<td>Newborn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non wine</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the Keras-based CNN model the data of these hot products was arranged in a 2-D image with products on the y-axis. On the x-axis was the month-wise quantity of sale as well as one entry for the cumulative sales over all the months. It was experimentally found that 3 months history performed the best. Therefore the image for a given shopper at a given time was a 21x4 image. Insights into the trends of these 21 product groups can be found in Section 4.

This was done because the convolutional filters could...
figure out a gradual change of buying patterns in the last 3 months as well as find relevant weights for combination of products in the matrix that could have hidden patterns for pregnancy. The underlying idea was that across columns there is a temporal variation and across rows there are product patterns. The data was passed as an unrolled vector in the case of the LightGBM baseline classifier. (Fig. 2)

Figure 2. Image representation of a feature vector. The filters act along different regions of the image some extracting product patterns and others extracting temporal patterns.

- **Unfiltered list of products on sub-category level**
  As the number of unique product subcategories were in the order of tens of thousands in this dataset structure, at a given time for a given shopper a vector of length equal to the number of subcategories was created. The entries in this vector was cumulative sales in that subcategory over the previous 3 months by that shopper. The vector was then reshaped into a perfect square image after zero padding. Perfect square image gives us more flexibility in experimenting with different sized filters. The primary objective in this dataset structure was to find patterns between products as 3 months history was already known to perform the best. This data was used for the PyTorch-based CNN model. This dataset was created to remove the human component of deciding what products are important, along with that one must appreciate that given shopping data is often extremely sparse and shoppers are not necessarily regular the majority of the month-wise shopping vectors created for a given customer for a given number of past months would be null. This is the key challenge if one were to take an RNN approach and the primary reason we did not make separate columns for separate months of shopping in each 2D image.

IV. Analysis

In the figures of this section (Fig. 3 – Fig. 7) the x-axis represents number of months after delivery (negative value implies number of months before delivery). Zero indicates the month of delivery, which is the due date/baby’s birthday and the interval [-9, 0] is the pregnancy period.

The graphs in this section represent transactions since 2013 of all shoppers for whom due date information is available. The transactions in the various product categories were tallied on a monthly basis with respect to the due date and then scaled between 0 and 10 so as not to reveal confidential information. The products have been clubbed in the same graphs when the scale of transactions is comparable for clarity. The other 11 products plots do not have easily discernible trends and have not been included in this section. The products were selected either because they are general consumption products or because they are recommended/not recommended for pregnant women.

Figure 3. 1) The solid red line shows a dip in sales of tampons during the period of pregnancy which is congruent with what we expect. 2) The dashed blue line has a spike at -8 with high values at -9 and -7 testifying that home pregnancy tests are purchased primarily in the first trimester. Additionally we notice a certain datum level of purchase in -10 and earlier, this could indicate the shopper is trying to get pregnant.

Figure 4. 1) The solid red line shows that chocolate sales peak around delivery with an additional high in the second trimester. 2) The dashed blue plot shows that sales of infant related products starts to climb in the third trimester and peaks around delivery.

Figure 5. 1) The solid red line has a peak at 0 indicating that sanitizers are purchased in high amounts at the time of delivery. 2) The dashed blue line shows prenatal vitamin sales peak in the first trimester and taper down until delivery.
Figure 6.  1) The solid red line shows baby products sales begin to climb in the second trimester and make a sudden peak at the time of delivery. 2) The dashed blue line shows soft drinks sales peak beyond the usual around the time of delivery.

Figure 7.  1) The solid red line shows that chips sales peak around delivery to nearly twice the usual value. 2) The dashed blue line shows that newborn related products begin to climb in the second trimester from virtually nil to a huge peak at the time of delivery.

V. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The first dataset was used to train 2D convolutional neural nets (convnets) on Keras [3] platform with Tensorflow [4] backend as well as on the baseline LightGBM model. For the baseline the training data was fed in as a 1D vector.

The second dataset was used to train the PyTorch [5] based 2D convnet model with GPU support to accelerate training speed. We initially had square filters on the convnet layers [6], but later on moved to filters with sizes that were in the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. Our experiments showed that the rectangular filters performed better. Every convnet layer is followed by a LeakyReLU [7] activation layer as it prevents the problem of dead nodes faced by ReLU activated layers when the inactivated values are negative.

The cascade of convnet layers was followed by max pool layers and 2 fully connected (FC) layers decreasing from 64 neurons in the first FC layer to 2 neurons in the last FC layer. The design of the Keras-based model has been shown in Figure 8. The reason for having a cascade of FC layers instead of a single FC layer is that the transition of information between the flattened vector and 64 neuron FC layers is smoother compared to that between the flattened vector and 2 neuron FC directly.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted three experiments as described in Table II. Since the negative cases are enormous, the overall F1 score will distort the real performance of the model. Given the purpose is to predict the pregnant shoppers accurately we prefer the F1 score of only the positive class.
We also made a number of experiments for the torch based model for selecting the best configuration as shown in Table III. The table shows that by altering the size of convolutional layer, we can improve the accuracy of model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>F1 Score (positive class)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light GBM</td>
<td>21 hot prod</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keras</td>
<td>21 hot prod</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyTorch</td>
<td>Full vector</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also made a number of experiments for the torch based model for selecting the best configuration as shown in Table III. The table shows that by altering the size of convolutional layer, we can improve the accuracy of model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CL #1</th>
<th>CL #2</th>
<th>CL #3</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(21,13)</td>
<td>(13,5)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

All experiments were carried on google cloud platform (GCP). The LightGBM [8] baseline model and the 21 hot products Keras-based CNN model including all their data processing and training was run on a single machine with 6 CPUs and 30 GB of RAM.

The neural network using PyTorch was trained on a VM with 16 CPUs, 60 GB Ram and 100 GB hard disk. This configuration was additionally powered with 2 NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs.

VIII. RESULTS

The accuracy has been reported in Table II. The various experiments to figure out the right configuration for the CNN is shown in Table III.

(a) A visual representation of the shopping vectors of shoppers known to be pregnant but have been misclassified by the CNN model

(b) A visual representation of the shopping vectors of shoppers known to be pregnant which have been correctly classified by the CNN model.

Figure 9. Red indicates non-zero entries for chips, chocolates, cigarettes, root beer, wine, non-wine, coffee, soft drinks and ice-cream. Yellow indicates non-zero entries for contraceptives, cotton balls, sanitizers and tampons. Green indicates non-zero entries for home pregnancy tests, maternity items, prenatal vitamins, pumpkin seeds and newborn/infant related items. As is evident, there are a significant number of green items in Fig. 9b while red and yellow items are more common in Fig. 9a. This indicates that the model is performing well and the misclassified shoppers are justified.

Of all shoppers that recorded a transaction with us in the 21-hot products in the 3 month period prior to 22nd January 2018, the model predicted nearly 20% of them as potentially pregnant. This is an acceptable result because out of the total shoppers from the 3 month period in question, only about 26% of them had a transaction in the 21 hot products, therefore from the entire population of shoppers the number tagged as pregnant is 5%.

This is congruent with what one would expect in the real-world. We have forwarded the details of these shoppers to our marketing team where these members will be targeted in a campaign allowing us to assess our performance in the real world.

On the same data the baseline LightGBM model predicted nearly 35% shoppers as pregnant. The plausibility that such a large number of the shoppers are pregnant is considerably lower and it is evident that the baseline has been outperformed.

The key take-away at this point is that the 2D image approach using CNNs has outperformed the 1D vector approach to the data modelling even with an advanced library like LightGBM.

Upon looking deeper into the results of the model (Fig. 9) we see that the misclassified shoppers are justified and the model has detected the trends sufficiently well to generalize to the global set of shoppers.

Next we look at the PyTorch model, the key take away at the improved performance of this model is that the feature engineering done heuristically was insufficient to capture all the trends in the data. Given the size of representation of the customers in the dataset for this model, the model was not scaled up to make a prediction...
on the test period and hence measure its selectivity however we are working to move the improved model into production and will address the general performance of this model in future work. Secondly we can infer that the loss of temporal information in the 2D image for this model did not adversely affect its performance we would argue because of the inherent sparseness of transactional data. This is an important finding with respect to our future work as it is a good solution to tackling the problem of null vectors making the data unwieldy in an RNN approach or while using the first dataset structure defined in Section 3.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown the success of a CNN approach to time series data over a baseline model given the same information in a 1D format. We have built an architecture and defined a structure to the dataset that retains temporal information while giving the model the opportunity to learn patterns between products even if they haven’t been purchased together.

Next we showed that even with the loss of temporal information from this 2D image whilst taking shopping data at a more general level we were able to further improve the performance of the model.

Additionally the results of the model showed a satisfactory separation of the shoppers into the two classes. In absence of large-scale tagged data, the visual substantiation of the capabilities of the model were sufficient to put the model into production and predict on real-world untagged data.

This paper is one of the forerunners to present a solution to the problem of pregnancy prediction on the basis of shopping history.

X. FUTURE WORK

This paper primarily deals with predicting the pregnancy status of a shopper as a binary variable, however as we have seen in Section 4 there are deeper trends that could be leveraged to predict to finer grain at trimester/month level. This can be taken up in future work.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are the usual choice for data which naturally comes ordered in time. A comparative study using an RNN approach with the results of this paper can also be taken up in the future to prove the problems arising with sparsity of retail data.

A deeper analysis and scaling up of the best performing model presented in this paper will also be taken up in future work.
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